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ABSTRACT 

The fatigue-crack propagaliM behavior of near-equiatollic li· N; shape
lllemory apoys has been investigated over a wide spectrum of growth rates 
fra- 10' 1 to 10-6 mfcycle. Studies have been performed at room temperature 
in both non-transforming micro,tructures (stable austenite and stable 
martensite) and transforming austenitic microstructures (selected to undergo 
an in situ reversible or non-reversible stress - induced shear transformation 
to martensite). Crack-growth r<.tes are found to be filster, and fatigue 
threshold 6KlH values to be lower, than In other metallic engineering alloys 
of comparable strength; nlues of llKTH vary from 5.4 to 1.6 MPa/m in the 
stable and unstable ( revers ible) austenitic mi crostructures, respectively. 
Fatigue-crac k growth rates are found to be much slowe r In the non 
transforming microstructures; the occurrence of the in situ transformation, 
whether reversible or irreversible, leads to a significant increase in 
growth rates and a 50 to 70,; decrease in the threshold llKTH. Reasons for 
such behavior are briefly discussed In terms of the inherent properties of 
the parent and product phases, the energy of transformation, and dilatant 
and largely shear components of the phase change, and the role of these 
factors in suppressing shear local ization and inducing crack-tip shielding. 

INTRODUCTlON 

Near-equiatOll1ic li-Ni alloys have becolIIe well known for their shape
memory properties, where, followi ng deformation at one temperature. they can 
completel y recover their original shape when heated to a higher temperature. 
Such properties are the result of a therllOelastlc martensitic phase trans
formation, wherein apparent plastic deformation of the low-temperature 
lIutensitic phase is recovered on heating and reverting to the higher
temperature austenitic phase [1-3]. Such unique properties have led to 
considerations of shape-memory alloys for a wide range of appl ications, such 
as solid-state heat engines, electrical connectors, filsteners, couplings, 
and numerous bio-engineering and ned lcal products. 

Although many of the potential applications of shape -melllOry alloys 
involve alternating loading, there is a paucity of basic engineering 
fat igue-crack propagat ion data for these materia Is in the 1 I terature [4 ,5 ) . 
Early work on fl· -Ni alloys by Melton and Mercier [4 ,6]. however, found that 
although the 10 -cycle fatigue limit (which essentially characterizes crack 
Initiation) decreased with increasing martensite-start temperature, Ms. 
crack-growt h rates were unaffected by the value of Ms; in hct, over the 
range 10- 10 to 10 -6 mjcycle, they reported that growth rates were identicill 
for li-Ni in the stable martensitlc (Ms " 47"q and unstilble austenitic 
(Ms .. 20 ' C) conditions. This may be regarded as somewhat surprising as 
analogous studies on the fatigue of unstable austenitic sta inless steels (7) 
and on the toughness of part ially-stabilized zirconia ceramics [8] have 
shown that in the presence of an in situ phase transformation, resistance to 
crack advance can be significantly enhanced. However, i n both the latter 
examples, the transformation Involves a significant and positive 
dilatational component, wh ich due to the const raint of surrounding elastic 
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(untransfor.ed) .ateria1, results in crack extension Into a zone of 
compressed lnaterhl [8,9]; the transfonnation in H-Nl alloys conversely 
involves largely pure shear with only a small, negative volume change [2]. 

In I1ght of the 111111ted data and uncertainty over the role of the 
trilnsfor.atlon on the crack-growth propert ies of lI · Ni alloys, the current 
work was undertaken specifically to cOlllpare the fatlgue ·crack propagat ion 
behavior of stable (non-transfor.lng) and unstable (transfonlllngJ IIlcro
s tructures in these Materials. The Intent was to Isolate the influence of 
the predOMinantly shear transfor.atlon on the develoj)llll!nt of crack·tip 
shielding (1.e . , reductions In the Toeal ·crack driving force "), and to 
define how this shielding in turn affects the resu1tlng crack -growth rate 
behavior . 

EXPERIMENTAL PROC EDURES 

A series of near- equhto.l e lI·NI alloys was cas t by Rayche,. 
Corporation to give at ro OM temperature both stable (non-transfor.i ng) 
lIIicrostructures, namely a stable austenite (B12) and a shble lIartensite 
(BI9'), and unstable (transfor.lng) austenitic a lcrost ructures , which 
undergo reversible and irreversible stress - Induced tran s forMations to 
lIIartensite; the difference in trolnsfonnation properties was achieved by 
III nor composit ional changes ilnd heat tru.tment. Optical micrographs of the 
resulting lIicrostructures (prior to testing) are shown In Fig. I . It Is 
apparent that the stable and unstable (reversibl e) austenitic structures are 
similar (Figs. la,c), the latter showing evidence of twins (presumably from 
pol is hing) wi thin the austenite grains. The stable lIartenslte and unstable 
(Irreversible) austenite structures conversely are both lllartensitic (Figs . 
Ib, d), the latter structure having undergone transformation durlng 
pol1 shlng. Schellatic illustrations of the constitutive behavior of these 
IIlcrostructures are shown in Fig. 2; corresponding critical temperatures and 
uniaxial tensile properti es are listed, respectively, In Tables I and II. 

Fig. 1. Optical lIicrographs of the microstructures of near-equhtomic H · NI 
shape'nIII!JIOry alloys , showing a) stable austenit ic microstructure (BI2 ), b) 
s tab l e martensltic micros tructure (819 ' ), and un stabl e austenitic 
microstructures which undef90 c) revers Ible and d) Irrevers ible stress
Induced transformation s to martensite . 
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Fig . 2. Schematic illustrations of the roQll-tellPenture constitutive (ole ) 
behavior of a) stable austenitic, b) stable martensitic, and c,d) unstable 
austenit ic .icrostructures in ll -NI shape-memory alloys . 

Table I. Deformation Characteri stics of 11 -Nl Alloys 

Condition M, M, A, " ('C at a str.ss of 69 "Pal 

stable austenite ·52 · 64 ·IS ·13 
stable ~rtensite 37 2Z 79 " reversible stress-
induced .artensite · 16 ·76 15 37 

irreversible stress-
Induced .artensite 17 • 1 ., SO 

Tabl e II. ROOil-l tllperature Uniaxial lens11e Properties of ll-NI Alloys 

Young ' s First ·Yield" lensile 
Condl t ion Kodulus. E+ Strength, " Strength. 0u 

(GPa) (MPa) ("Pa) 

stable austenite 85 60S 800 
stable ~rtensite 4S ". 807 
reversible stress-
i nduced .artensite 7S 183 

irrevers i ble stress-
Induced martenSite 7S 26Z 93I 

'apparent yielding due to .artensite twin arrangement. 
tapproxlmate val ue for loading only (significant var iation with tgperature 
and unloading). 

Fatigue-crack propagation studies were performed on IO-m.-thlck compact 
tension C(l) specimens, conta ining long (> 17 nrn) th rough-thickness cncks. 
which were cyclically stressed at a load ratio R (utlo of .ini_ to 
maximUIi load) of 0. 1 and frequency of 50 Hz (sine wave) in COliputer 
control led electro-servohydnul lc testing machines; tests were conducted in 
an enVironment of controlled rOOIl air (22'C, 45' relative humidity). 
Electrical-potentia-l measurements across -5 -~II-thick NICr foils (Krac· 
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gauges), bonded onto the spec imen surface, were used to monitor crack 
lengths to a resolution better than is ~; unloading compliance measurements 
using back-face strain gauges were simil arly used to assess tile extent of 
fat i gue crack closure In terms of the stress intensity Kcl at first contact 
of the fracture surfaces during the unloading cycle [IO]~ Cracll-g rowth 
rates, da/dN, were determined over the range 10- 11 to 10- 0 m!cyc1e under 
computed-controlled K-decreastng and K- Increasing conditions, with a 
normalized K-gradlent of 0.80 !mI- j (11]; data are presented in t erms of the 
applied stress- intensity range (6K . Kmax -~in, where ~ax and Kcnip are, 
respectively, the lfIaxilium and lIinilllum stress intensities in the fatigue 
cycle) . 

RESULTS 

The variation In fatigue -crack growth rates, da/dN, as a function of 
stress - intensity Nnge, lI K, for the four lI -N; alloys is plotted in Fig. 3; 
this represents the widest spectruJ:l of growth rates !leasured on a shilpe
IIeftlOry alloy to date. Each microstructure shows a well-defined fatigue 
threshold stress Intensity, tlKTH, below wh ich fatigue -c rack growth appears 
dormant. Co:apared to other engineer ing alloys (e.g., steels. illulDin~ and 
tltaniulD alloys ( IO ,ll) of similar strength l evels, however, values of AKYH 
ire 10l0I, ranging frolll 5.4 MPa'" in the stable austenitic structure to 
1.6 KPa T. In the unstable ilUst1!nltlc structure (with reverSible 
transformation). Except above _10-s III,IcycJe where growth rates in the 
fOnler structure beCOIllt accelerated, fatigue-crack growth rates are s lowest 
In the stable martensltlc and particularly the stable austenitic structures; 
sOll!ewhat surpris ingly, growth-rates are fastest, and values of lIKYH l owest, 
In the austenitiC structures that undergo an in situ stress - Induced 
transformation, particularly when the transformation is reversible. 

~r----------------' 

,,-'------""""""----' 
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Fig. 3. Variation in fatigue
crack growth rates (dajdN) as a 
function of the stress 
Intensity range (6K) In near 
equiatomic ll- Ni shape -memory 
alloys at room temperature 
(R - 0.1). Note the faster 
growth rates and lower fatigue 
threshold AKTH values in the 
transforming ~icrostructures , 
compared to the stabl e 
austenitic and stilble 
martensitlc microstructures. 

Corresponding data on crack-ttp shielding, specifically on the role of 
crack closure , could not be deduced fro. the back-face strain COfDPliilnce 
lIleasurelltnts In these alloys owing to their already nonlinear ·elastlc· 
load-displacetaent response on unloading _ Alternative experi lllental !lethods 
to detect the crack -face contact associated with crack closure, and in fact 
to quantify other salient shielding mechanls~s in shape-memory materials, 
are currently under investigation (13J. 

Fatigue fracture surfaces In the stabl e .Icrostructures were relatively 
featureless, except for marked evidence of the underlying IIIIrtensit lc lath 
s tructur e in the stable martensite failures . Fracture surfaces In the 
unstabl e austenites resembled that of the stable austenite or stable 
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milftensite depending, respectively, whether the transformation wa s 
reversi ble or ir reversible; fracture surfaces where the transformed 
martens i te was stable also showed evidence of the 819' lath str ucture. 

DISCUSSION 

Tl'lere are several somewhat surprising features about the results 
described above. Fi rst ly, as noted above, fatigue -crack growth rates in Ti
Hi shape-Illemory alloys are relat ively fas t , and fatigue threshold AKTH 
val ues relati ve ly low, compared to other llletal lic al loys of $i~i lar strength 
levels. For example, steels of cOlJlparable yield strength have threshol ds in 
the ra!!ge 8 to 10 MPa.t1ii and of comparable tensile strength i n the range 5 to 
8 MPaliil [ 12]. Second ly, in contrast to previous studies [4], growtl'l rates 
are sensitive to the value of M~ , although the variat ion in crack-growth 
resistance (characteri zed by lIKT.lil is net a linear fUnction of Ms (Fig. 4). 
Thi rdly and most, i mportantly, In situ crack·tip phase transformations in 
these alloys do not result in improved crack-growth proper ties ; in fact 
conversely, faster growth rates are obse rved in the unstable alloys. 
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Fig. 4 . Variation of the fatigue 
threshold ( lIKTH) fo r crack 
propagat ion in Ti -Ni shape -memery 
alloy s as a function of the 
martensite-start temperature, M~. 
Threshold data are taken from the 
room-temperature results plotted 
in Fig. 3. 

To attempt to rat ionalize tl'le latter phenomenon, 1t shoul d be noted 
that t he role of an in situ trans format ion on crack-growth behavior m.ay be 
extremely complex, as 1t involves such factors as the Intrinsic properties 
of t he parent and product phase (where, for exa~ple. signi fi cant diffe rences 
in t he Young's modul us and frac ture t oughness are expected). the energy 
expended by tl'le t ransformati on (i ncluding adiabati c heating effect s near the 
crack tip) and t he effect of the phase change in suppress ing stra in 
localization and inducing crack-t ip shielding . To consider br iefly each 
point in turn, for the present case there Is clearly a difference in the 
intrinsic fa tigue-crack growth res istance of the parent and product phases; 
if the stable martens i te is representative of that formed on irreversible 
transformation, then with reference to Fig. 3, crack-growth rates are 
enhanced in the transformed martensite phase, at least below 10- 1 mjcycle. 
Conversely, the transformation provides a steady source of hardening, wh ich 
stabilizes pl astic flow and acts to suppress strain localization [14]; this 
presumably favors resistance to crack advance, although since the mechanism 
of fatigue -crack growth in these alloys is not known, the specific role of 
s train localization is uncerta in . Similarly, consideration of the energy 
expended in the transformation would tend t o suggest slower growth rates in 
the tran sforming microstructures, simply because of the increased work of 
fracture and the effect of the transformation in enlarging the inelastic 
zone surrounding the crack [8,9]. Fi nally, in contras t to the predominantly 
dilatant phase transformati ons in steels [7] and zl r conh ceramics [8], 
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which are the principal source of toughening in these materials, the volume 
change in Ti -Ni is small and negative ( -0 .54" ) [2]. Considering the 
development of crack-tip shielding due to the constraint of surrounding 
elastic material on the transformed lone [8]. this negative dilation 
predicts an increase in the l ocal stress intensi ty ("anti-shielding' ), 
inferring conversely faster growth rates in the transforming 
microstructures. 

Clearly, the fatigue behavior observed in the current shape-memory 
alloys is a result of these, and perhaps other. mechanisms operating in 
concert (Fig. 5). A precise understanding of the relative fatigue-crack 
growth resistance of the stable and unstable Ti-Nl microstructures, however, 
must await quantification of these mechanisms; such work is currently in 
progress. 

• Crack Deflection 

-=====::::::::::::::::::~~;;product 
. ~" 

• Transformation Toughening (principally a "wake effect") 

I I I 
• Transformation Plasticity (near tip effect) 

incipient plastic 
flow localization 

~ -~~ry 

:======::::::::===--' -- -:::::::.-:::. .-- ---- ::.-

crack 

=-
flow stabilizing 

influence of transformation 

Fig. 5. Poss ible mechanisms for the role of an in situ stress-induced phase 
transformation in inducing improved res i stance to fatigue -crack propagation 
In shape-memory alloys. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on a study of the gl"owth of fatigue cracks in unstable 
(transform i ng) and stable (non - transforming) microstructures in near 
equiatomic Ti - Ni shape -memory alloys, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. Fatigue-crack growth rates in four near-equia jymlc Ti -li shape
memory alloys have been characterized over the range 10- to 10 - m/cycle; 
the alloys represent a stable austenitic, a stable martensitic, and two 
unstable austenitic microstructures which undergo either revers i ble or 
irreversible in situ stress-induced phase transformations . 

2. Fatigue -crack growth rates in Ti·Ni are significantl y faster, and 
fatigue threshold values (Il KTH) significantly lower, compared to other 
metallic engineering alloys of similar strength. Values of Il KTH in li-Ni 
vary from 5.4 MPa"m in the stable austenitic structure to 1.6 MPa"m in the 
unstabl e austenit ic structure undergoing a revers ible transformation to 
martensite . Growth rates and fiKTH values, however, are not a simple 
func tion of the martensite-start temperature (Ms). 

3. Contrary to first -order expectations, fatigue-crack growth rates 
are slowest in the stable (non-transforming) microstructures, particul arly 
the stable austenite, and fastest in the unstable (transforming) 
microstructures, part icularly invol ving a reversible transformation to 
martensite. Although the reasons for such behavior are uncertain, the lack 
of a significant crack-tip shielding effect is considered to result in part 
from the small, negative dil ation associated with the transformation. 
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